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Changing States

Change of state is when the physical state of a substance is 
transformed into another state. Copy the diagram below and 
discuss. 

Ex) Dry Ice

Chunk of Frozen CO2 

gains energy and gives 
off a cloud of CO2 gas.

Fun Fact What is the difference between a gas and a vapor?
A substance is a gas if it exist as a gas at room 
temperature (Ex.  Carbon Dioxide  & Oxygen)
A substance is a vapor if it exist as a solid or liquid 
at room temperature (Ex.  Water vapor or perfume 
vapors )

Chemistry experiment 47  Sublimation of Iodine  YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jX9pskbKSw0
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Melting  change from solid to liquid

     requires heat  in order to happen

Vaporization  change from liquid to gas

                      requires heat in order to happen

condensation  change from gas to liquid 

                        loss of heat (Cooling)

Freezing  change from liquid to solid 

                loss of heat (cooling)

Sublimation  change of solid right to gas

                    or change of gas to solid

                 

                     

Ex) Dry Ice

Ex) Frost on 
Windows on bitterly 
cold days
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1. You and I are both made of ____________.


2. Matter is anything that has ________ and takes up ________.


3. As a big thing of matter, you are made of _____________. 


4. Particles are so ________. You can’t see them. They are super 


small balls packed together to form an _____________. 


5. How an object looks and ____________ (that we call its 


properties) has a lot to do with those tiny _________ that it’s 


made of.  


6. Most matter comes in three states: 1) _____________, 


2) _____________, and 3) __________.


7. Particles in a solid are packed so __________ that they don’t 


_________. Like a brick wall. 


8. In a liquid, there is more ________ between the particles. The 


extra room between them allows them to ________ around.


9. There is so much space between the constantly _________ 


particles in a _____ that you can move around them easily. 


10. For example, a candle, which is a solid, becomes a _______ 


when it is ___________. 


11. An object made of _______ can change its properties when it 


changes __________. 
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What is the Particle Theory of Matter?
The Particle Theory of Matter, which has 6 points, is used to help 
people understand matter and how matter changes and interacts 
with each other.  


1. Matter contains particles.
2. Particles are identical if they are of the same element (e.g., the 


elements of oxygen will always be identical).
3. These particles continuously move. Their movement, though, 


depends on their state.
4. Temperature also impacts how particles move. Particles move 


quickly when they’re warmed, and slowly when they’re cold. 
5. Each state of matter has space between the particles. This is 


because the particles are attracted to one another. This is also 
known as the force of attraction.


6. The space in solids are very small. In liquids, there is a little bit 
more space between particles, and even more space in gases. 


How does this relate to density?
Since density looks at how much mass is in a volume, the particle 
theory can help describe density. A dense solid’s particles are 
tightly combined, whereas a gas has a lot of space in between the 
particles, making it much less dense. 
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Instructions: Use the three empty beakers below to draw what 
the particles look like in a solid, liquid, and gas. 


Solid Liquid 


Gas 


© http://www.2peasandadog.comImage: Beaker1 by togopic.png via Wikimedia Commons
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Name: ___________________________
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Complete the following True/False questions on The Particle Theory 
of Matter by circling the correct answer.


1. The spaces in a solid are very far apart. T F


2. When particles change temperature, the T F
state of matter changes.


3. Particles of the same element are identical. T F


4. Some particles in matter don’t move. T F


5. Particles in gases are tightly packed together. T F


6. There are two states of matter. T F


7. Solids are denser than liquids. T F


8. Liquids can’t change states, but solids can. T F


9. The Particle Theory explains how matter T F
changes and adapts.


10. Particles are attracted to each other. T F
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